Letterland Advanced

Scope and Sequence
Lesson

Focus

Word Bank (non-decodable)

1

a as in America

alike, alive, along*, aloud, banana*, camera, canvas, caravan, catapult, gorilla, parachute,
umbrella, Algeria, America, Arabia, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, India, Malaysia,
Russia, Tunisia

2

a as in father

after*, answer*, ask*, basket*, blast, brass, calf, class*, daft, dance*, father*, France, glass*,
grant, grass*, half*, headmaster, last*, mast, master*, nasty, past*, plant*, rather*, slant,
tomato

all as in call

all*, ball*, call*, called*, calling*, eyeball, fall*, fallen, hall*, holdall, rainfall, recall, small*,
smallest*, snowball, stall, tall*, tallest, wall*, waterfall

al as in almost

almost*, already*, also*, although*, altogether, always*, walnut

3

al as in medical
4

accidental, chemical, classical, continental, critical, emotional, experimental, external,
factual, historical, horizontal, hospital*, liberal, logical, magical, medical, musical, national,
postal, removal, natural, personal, rental, reversal, sensational, structural, survival, universal

el as in angel

angel, barrel, camel, channel, chapel, kennel, label, marvel, model, novel, parcel*, quarrel,
satchel, shovel, squirrel, towel, travel, tunnel

5

are as in scare

aware, bare, barefoot, barely, beware, care*, careful, careless, compare, dare, declare, fare,
hare, prepare, rare, scared*, share, square, stare, unaware

6

ce, ci, cy

6a

ce as in ice

absence, accept, ace, advice, ambulance, balance, cancel, celery, cement, centipede,
central, century, cereal, certain, certificate, chance, choice, concern, convince, dance*,
dice, difference, eccentric, entrance, evidence, excellence, except*, exception, face*, fence*,
force, glance, grace, grocer, ice, importance, lace, lice, mince, nice*, niece, office*, once*,
pace, peace, pence*, piece*, place*, price, prince*, princess*, process, race*, recent, rice,
romance, scene, scent, sentence, since*, slice, spice, surface, terrace, trace, twice, voice,
Alice, Lawrence, Celia

6b

ci as in circle

accident, acid, calcium, capacity, Cinderella, circle*, circus, citizen, city*, civil, civilisation,
concise, council, criticise, decide*, decimal*, electricity, fascinate, incident, medicine, Pacific,
pencil*, precise, scientist, scissors, society, specific

6c

cy as in fancy

agency, bicycle, currency, cyclone, cylinder, cymbal, delicacy, emergency, encyclopedia,
fancy, frequency, pharmacy, privacy, secrecy, tendency, urgency, vacancy, Lucy, Nancy

7

ch as in school

ache, aching, anchor, architect, character, chemist, chemistry, choir, chord, chorus,
Christmas*, chrome, chrysanthemum, echo, orchestra, scheme, school*, stomach, technical

8

e - Silent e and
Burnt out Magic

above*, college, come*, done*, engine, gone*, have*, lettuce, to live*, love*, machine,
minute*, one*, private, promise, purchase, notice, some*

9

e as in they

disobey, grey*, hey, obey, prey, osprey, survey, they*

10

ea as in head

ahead, bread*, breakfast*, breath, dead*, deaf, dealt, death, feather, head*, healthy,
heaven, heavy*, instead*, lead, leather, meadow, meant, pleasant, ready*, spread, steady,
thread, tread, weather*

11

ear as in bear •

bear*, pear, sportswear, swear, tear, tearing, wear*, wearing*

12

ei as in
receive and height

ceiling, conceited, deceive, protein, receive, seize, eiderdown, either*, Fahrenheit, height,
kaleidoscope, neither

13

ei as in eight

beige, eight*, eighteen*, eighty*, feint, neigh, neighbour, reindeer, sleigh, weigh, weight,
weightless

ed - 3 Magic Ending
sounds •

code, coded, crate, crated, divide, divided, flute, fluted, hate, hated, include, included,
invite, invited, mute, muted, quote, quoted, side, sided, skate, skated, vote, voted, graded,
completed, hated, decided, skated, faded, voted, blamed, supposed, lined, surprised,
phoned, tamed, saved, used, based, produced, choked, scraped, coped, stroked, priced, used
(to), ended, lifted, banged, killed, bumped, jumped, handed, melted, farmed, longed, clicked,
milked, hunted, rented, filled, smelled, cracked, thanked, landed, shifted, filmed, warmed,
crashed, wished, helped, attracted, expected, alarmed, performed, addressed, immersed,
converted, invented, belonged, trimmed, attacked, remarked, discarded, reported, hardened,
uncurled, embarrassed, reversed

14

Lesson

Focus

Word Bank (non-decodable)
along*, bang, clang, cling, clung, ding, dong, fling, flung, hang, hung, long*, rang, ring*,
rung, spring*, string*, strong*, angry, belonging, boomerang, bungalow, clanging, fungus,
hanging, jingle, length, lightning, lungs, longing, oblong, ping-pong, singing, slinging,
stinging, strength, tingling, triangle, wangling, wringing, presume, name, drive, joke,
explode, complete, take, like, hope, compete, use, taking, liking, hoping, naming, driving,
escaping, colliding, exploding, completing, joking, deleting, presuming

15

ing - Magic Ending •

16

Double Consonants Best Friends •

17

Blocking Magic ed and
ing

clapped, clapping, begged, begging, chipped, chipping, nodded, nodding, drummed,
drumming, clip, dip, drip, drop, fit, flag, flop, jog, net, pad, peg, pin, prod, rob, rub, scan,
skip*, slip, stop*, strap, strip, tag, tan, tap, top*, trim, trip*, trot, wag, wrap

18

en/est - Magic Endings

awaken, broken*, enliven, even*, frozen, laden, liken, mistaken, open*, outspoken, raven,
ripen, shaken, siren, stolen, taken*, token, widen, whiten, bravest, closest, finest, lamest,
latest*, nicest, palest, ripest, safest, tamest, widest, wisest

19

en/est - Blocking Magic
en and est

bitten, fatten, forbidden, forgotten, happen*, hidden, kitten*, lessen, madden, mitten,
pollen, redden, rotten, sadden, smitten, stiffen, sudden*, sullen, trodden, written*, biggest*,
dimmest, fattest, fittest, flattest, maddest, reddest, slimmest, thinnest, wettest

20

er - Sometimes Magic er

admirer, baker, braver, cater, clover, composer, computer, consumer, crater, diver, driver,
glider, grocer, invader, joker, later*, lifesaver, liner, maker, meter, miner, nicer, October, over*,
paper*, producer, ruler, safer, skyscraper, striker, tiger, user, voter, whiter, wiper, writer,
banner, better*, bitter, butter*, clatter, clutter, copper, cutter, dagger, dimmer, dinner*,
dipper, differ, fatter, flatter, flipper, flutter, glimmer, gutter, hotter, letter*, litter, madder,
manners, matter, mutter, otter, pepper, planner, redder, robber, rubber*, runner, scatter,
shutter, suffer, summer*, supper, slimmer, slipper, soccer, splutter, stagger, thinner, trigger,
twitter, upper, wetter

21

ere as in there

anywhere, elsewhere, everywhere*, nowhere, somewhere*, there*, thereafter, therefore,
where*, whereas, wherever, atmosphere, hemisphere, here*, interfere, mere, severe, sincere,
sincerely, sphere

22

ey as in donkey

donkey, hockey, jockey, key, monkey*, turkey, alley, barley, holey, parsley, pulley, trolley, valley,
volley, chimney, honey, journey, money*, storey, Hayley, Wesley

23

-ful as in restful

armful, awful*, beautiful*, boastful, careful, cheerful, cupful, delightful, disdainful, doubtful,
eventful, faithful, fanciful, fearful, forceful, forgetful, frightful, glassful, grateful, handful,
harmful, hateful, helpful, hopeful, lawful, merciful, mouthful, neglectful, painful, peaceful,
playful, purposeful, shameful, sinful, skilful, spiteful, spoonful, successful, tactful, tearful,
thankful, thoughtful, truthful, useful, wishful, wistful, wonderful*, youthful, fulfil, fulsome,
fulness

24

ge, dge, gi, gy

ge - Soft g as in gentle

age*, agent, angel, cage*, change, charge, courageous, danger*, detergent, digest,
dungeon, emerge, energetic, fringe, gems, general, generous, genie, genius, gentle,
gentlemen, germs, ginger, gorge, hinge, huge, indulge, large*, legend, messenger, orange*,
outrageous, page*, passenger, pigeon, plunge, range, revenge, sponge, stage, strange*,
suggest, surge, surgeon, tangerine, twinge, urge, vegetables*, Angela, George, Algeria,
Argentina, Germany

24b

dge - Silent d before ge

badge, badger, gadget, hedge*, sledge, edge*, knowledge, bridge*, fridge, cartridge,
porridge, dodge, lodge, dislodge, stodge, fudge, judge, smudge, budge, advantage, average,
bandage, courage, disadvantage, drainage, encourage, haulage, heritage, image, language,
leakage, luggage, manage, marriage, mileage, mortgage, package, percentage, postage,
salvage, savage, shortage, storage, usage, vicarage, voltage, voyage

24c

gi - Soft g as in ginger

agitate, engine*, engineer, fragile, geologist, giant*, gigantic, ginger, giraffe, imagine,
logical, magic*, margin, original, regiment, region, register, religion, surgical, tragic,
Virginia, arranging, bulging, engaging, judging

24a

Lesson

Focus

24d

gy - Soft g as in gymnast

allergy, biology, clergy, edgy, energy, gym, gymnastics, ideology, spongy, stodgy, strategy,
zoology

25

gh as in bought

although*, bought*, brought*, caught*, daughter*, eight*, fought, height, ought*, straight*,
thorough, thoroughly, though, thought*, through*, weigh*, weight*

26

gh as in laugh

cough, laugh*, rough, enough*, laughter, tough

27

ie as in field

achieve, believe*, brief, brownie, chief*, field*, niece, piece*, pixies, prairie, retrieved,
retriever, shield, thief, thieves, Annie, Jamie, Sophie, Stephanie

28

Spelling ‘k’: ck, ke or k

back*, black*, crack, pack, track, check, deck, fleck, neck*, speck, brick, chick, pick*, thick*,
trick, block, clock*, dock, flock, sock, buck, duck*, luck*, stuck, truck, awake, bake*, lake*,
make*, mistake, shake, take*, alike, bike, dislike, like*, pike, spike, strike, awoke, broke*,
choke, joke, poke, smoke*, stroke, duke, fluke, book*, cook*, hook, look*, took*, beak, leak,
peak, speak*, streak, break* Greek, leek, peek, seek, week*, cloak, croak, oak, acrobatic,
athletic, attic, clinic, comic*, cosmic, cubic, elastic, electric*, fantastic, historic, magnetic,
metric, picnic*, realistic, romantic

29

kn as in knee

knack, knapsack, knee, kneel, knelt, knew*, knickers, knight, knife*, knit, knives, knob, knock,
knot, know*, knowledge, known*, knows*, knuckle, unknown

le as in table

able*, bible, bridle, bugle, cable, cradle, disciple, fable, idle, isle, ladle, maple, noble, rifle,
stable, stifle, table*, title, trifle, apple*, babble, battle, bottle, brittle, bubble, cattle, cuddle,
dazzle, dribble, drizzle, giggle, guzzle, huddle, juggle, kettle, little*, meddle, middle*, muddle,
nettle, nibble, nuzzle, paddle, pebble, puddle, puzzle, quibble, rattle, riddle, ripple, ruffle,
scribble, scuffle, settle, shuffle, sizzle, smuggle, squabble, struggle, throttle, tussle, wiggle,
wobble, wriggle

-able/-ible Suffixes

acceptable, available, avoidable, bearable, breakable, considerable, drinkable, fashionable,
mendable, payable, questionable, reasonable, suitable, understandable, washable,
advisable, arguable, believable, conceivable, consumable, curable, debatable, deplorable,
desirable, disposable, disputable, excitable, excusable, forgivable, lovable, movable,
reputable, valuable, amicable, communicable, delegable, despicable, inexplicable,
irrevocable, navigable, practicable, crucible, eligible, forcible, illegible, incorrigible,
intelligible, invincible, negligible, reducible, tangible, compatible, divisible, edible, horrible,
invisible, terrible, visible

32

-less/-ness Suffixes

carelessness, blameless, harmless, lifeless, meaningless, pointless, priceless, senseless,
shapeless, speechless, stainless, tasteless, timeless, toothless, unless*, valueless, worthless,
brightness, dampness, darkness, deafness, fairness, fondness, goodness, illness*, kindness*,
likeness*, loudness, politeness, sadness, selfishness, shyness, sickness, stiffness, willingness

33

ly as in lovely

abruptly, badly, bluntly, clearly, exactly, flatly, fondly, ghostly, gladly, invisibly, madly, oddly,
probably*, quickly*, rapidly, sadly, slowly*, shockingly, softly, sincerely*, willingly

34

mb as in thumb
mn as in autumn

bomb, climb*, comb, crumb, lamb, limb, numb, plumber, plumbing, thumb, autumn, column,
condemn, hymn, solemn

35

o as in love •

above*, among*, another*, become*, brother*, come*, coming*, company*, cover*, does*,
done*, dove, front*, glove, honey*, London*, love*, lovely*, loving*, Monday*, money*,
monkey*, month*, mother*, none*, nothing*, other*, others*, some*, somebody*, son*, ton,
won*, wonder*, wonderful*

36

o as in one

anyone*, everyone*, no-one, once*, someone*

37

o as in who

approve, disapprove, do*, doing*, into*, lasso, lose, move*, overdo, prove, remove, to*, two*,
undo*, who*, whose, whom

38

ous as in famous

adventurous, boisterous, dangerous*, disastrous, enormous, fabulous, famous*, generous,
glamourous, gorgeous, hazardous, humorous, marvellous, miraculous, mischievous,
monstrous, nervous*, perilous, poisonous, prosperous, ravenous, ridiculous, strenuous,
stupendous, thunderous, treacherous, tremendous, vigorous, virtuous, envious, furious,
glorious, hilarious, industrious, luxurious, mysterious, studious, various*, victorious,
courageous, gorgeous, hideous, outrageous, apparatus, asparagus, bonus, cactus, chorus,
circus*, citrus, crocus, focus, fungus, genius, hippopotamus, minus, octopus, virus, walrus

39

ph as in photograph •

alphabet, apostrophe, atmosphere, dolphin, elephant*, geography, graph, hyphen, nephew,
paragraph, phantom, pheasant, phew, phone*, photo*, photograph*, phrase, physical,
physics, sphere, telegraph, telephone, trophy, Joseph, Philip, Sophie, Stephanie

30

31

Word Bank (non-decodable)

Lesson

Focus

Word Bank (non-decodable)

que as in antique

antique, cheque, grotesque, mosque, oblique, opaque, physique, picturesque, plaque,
technique, unique

41

tion as in attention

action, adoption, affection, attention, caution, construction, correction, destruction,
exception, fiction, fraction, infection, instruction, intention, introduction, invention, mention,
objection, perfection, portion, prevention, section, subscription, subtraction, aviation,
combination, complication, conversation, destination, explanation, exploration, foundation,
hesitation, imagination, information, investigation, limitation, operation, population,
relation, sensation, station, translation, transportation, completion, deletion, secretion,
devotion, emotion, lotion, notion, motion, promotion, contribution, evolution, institution,
solution, revolution, substitution, addition, ambition, competition, condition, definition,
edition, exhibition, expedition, preposition, recognition, repetition

42

ture as in nature

architecture, capture, creature, culture, departure, feature, fixture, furniture, future,
literature, mature, miniature, mixture, moisture, nature, overture, picture*, posture,
premature, puncture, sculpture, signature, temperature, texture

43

wh as in
when and who •

anywhere, somewhere*, whack, whale, what*, wheat*, wheel*, when*, whenever, where*,
wherever, whether*, which*, whiff, while*, whimper, whine, whip, whirlpool, whisk, whiskers,
whisper, whistle, white*, whiz, why*, who*, whole*, whom, whose*

44

wr as in write •

shipwreck, unwrap, wrap, wrapped, wrapping, wreath, wreck, wreckage, wren, wrestle,
wretched, wriggle, wring, wrinkle, wristwatch, write*, writer, writing*, written*, wrong*,
wrote*

45

y as in very •

already*, any*, anybody*, balcony, berry, body*, busy*, carry*, city*, clumsy, company*,
copy*, country*, Daddy*, dirty*, dusty, easy*, empty, enemy, envy, every*, family*,
February*, fifty*, filthy, frosty, Germany, handy, heavy*, history, Hungary, hungry*, hurry*,
Italy, January*, juicy*, marry*, melody, merry*, milky, misty, Mummy*, monopoly, nearly*,
only*, party*, plenty*, pretty*, ready*, rocky*, scratchy, seventy*, sixty*, sorry*, sticky,
story*, study*, tricky, truly*, ugly, very*, windy*, Harry, Holly, Emily, Sally

46

y as in bicycle

bicycle*, cymbal, mystery, rhythm, cygnet, gymnast, oxygen, symbol, cylinder, hymn,
pyramid, typical

y - i as in cries

allies, allied, amplifies, amplified, applies, applied, cries*, cried*, defies, defied, denies,
denied, dries*, dried*, fries, fried, horrifies, horrified, magnifies, magnified, multiplies,
multiplied, occupies, occupied, replies, replied, satisfies, satisfied, signifies, signified, spies,
spied, supplies, supplied, tries*, tried*, babies*, accompanied, berries, buried, bodies*,
carried*, centuries, emptied, cherries, hurried*, married*, countries*, steadied, daisies,
studied, discoveries, tidied, enemies, worried, fairies, families*, jellies, ladies*, memories,
parties*, ponies, puppies*, stories*, angrier, angriest, busier, busiest, cloudier, cloudiest,
dirtier, dirtiest, dustier, dustiest, easier, easiest, emptier, emptiest, funnier, funniest, greedier,
greediest, happier, happiest, heavier, heaviest, lazier, laziest, lonelier, loneliest, merrier,
merriest, moodier, moodiest, muddier, muddiest, prettier*, prettiest*

y - Sometimes Magic y

baby*, bony, cosy, crazy, dozy, duty, gravy, hazy, holy, icy, ivy, lady*, lazy, navy, pony*, rosy,
ruby, shady, shaky, shiny, slimy, stony, tidy, tiny*, wavy, Tony, Tracy, baggy, berry, bunny,
carry*, cherry, Daddy*, dizzy, flabby, floppy, fluffy, foggy, frizzy, funny*, fuzzy, giddy, hobby,
hurry*, jelly*, jolly, marry*, merry*, muddy, Mummy*, nutty, penny, poppy, puppy*, silly,
sloppy, sorry, spotty, stuffy, sunny, witty, Holly, Jenny, Sally, Tommy

40

47

48

